SUTD Venture Building Program
Following a Ministerial Statement given by Deputy
Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat on 17 August 2020,
Enterprise
Singapore
recently
announced
enhancements to its Startup SG Founder
programme. Through these enhancements, up to
S$150 million has been set aside to nurture a
pipeline of new innovative startups in Singapore.
SUTD is one of five Accredited Mentor
Partner-Venture Builders ('AMP-VBs') under
Enterprise Singapore. Ms Celestine Khoo, Senior
Director
of
Venture,
Innovation
and
Entrepreneurship, shared more about SUTD’s
Venture Building programme and what was in store
for the participants at the official launch of the
Enhanced Startup SG Founder Programme on 25
September. Over 200 participants registered for the
virtual launch event.
Participants also got the the chance to have a more
intimate, up-close conversations with the five
AMP-VBs post-event in separate break-out sessions.
The breakout sessions were hosted by the
Entrepreneurship Centre (EC).

Spotlight
SUTD LLP Finalist 3 – Puriogen
To meet requirements of molecular analysis on the
purity of a sample to process, the team behind
Puriogen provides a simple but fully automated
effective solution.
Puriogen is time-effective and is able to process 5ml
of whole human blood in 15 minutes to collect
pathogen cells. Compared to conventional
centrifugation-based method that involves several
steps and manual labour, Puriogen sets itself apart
by simplifying the whole process into a one-step
operation. Adding to that, Puriogen has more
powerful capturing capability, proving to be two to
three times more effective than current purification
solutions.
Even in very low concentration of pathogen sample
sets, Puriogen is able to capture majority of
pathogens to maintain confidence of molecular
analysis. Puriogen utilizes disposable chips and a
fully enclosed pipeline to minimize contamination
without manual handling.

Team Puriogen
Left to right: Alvin Chung (Mentor), Ye Ai (PI) & Lu Xiaoguang (Leader)

Event spotlight
Entrepreneurship Hustle:
Fireside Chat with Aga Manhao
and EC Team
The aim was to share the various Entrepreneurship
programmes available in SUTD and find out how
you can fund your own startup/spinoff. The year of
the pandemic proved to change and challenge the
mindsets of many, forcing new ways to emerge. No
better time to hustle than now.
Aga Manhao, co-founder & managing partner, of
Future Health Asia was accompanied by
Entrepreneurship Centre’s Seah Kah Wee and Alicia
Tan who spoke on the support available for startups
and the various entrepreneurship programs
available in EC. Aga shared his insights on what is
trending the entrepreneurship ecosystem mainly in
Healthtech and Fintech. He also shared tips and
tools on what to look out for when startups are
raising funds and how to prepare themselves for
the funding stage.

Get in touch! entrepreneurship@sutd.edu.sg

Potential applications include aircraft cleaning,
infrastructure inspection, structural mapping and
cleaning, and quay crane inspection.

Spotlight
SUTD LLP Finalist 2 – Spinoff
Robotics
Spinoff Robotics aims to optimize industrial
operations through autonomous solutions. This is
made possible with ALICE - an autonomous,
tethered configurable drone solution, specialized in
inspection and cleaning operations at a height.
ALICE’s autonomous features and advanced
algorithms help optimize current repetitive manual
inspection operations in hard to reach areas. This
reduces the manpower, logistics, and time needed,
while improving the accuracy, precision and safety
of the tasks. Capable of sensor-based navigation,
ALICE is the ideal solution for GPS-denied
environments, like under bridges or near metal
containers. Unlike commercially available drones,
ALICE features a tethered configuration that is
permitted to operate within no-fly zones.

Coming Up!
IDEATEsomething is back! Save the dates!
This year’s program comes with an exciting fireside
chat with homespun startup founders (16th Oct) plus
ideation workshop (26th Oct), customer validation &
mentoring!
$1,000 grant is also up for grabs for the best 3 ideas!
Scan QR
information
details:

code
and

for more
registration
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